Illinois State Standards

1.B.3b Identify text structure and create a visual representation (e.g., graphic organizer, outline, drawing) to use while reading.

1.B.3c Continuously check and clarify for understanding (e.g., in addition to previous skills, draw comparisons to other readings).

1.C.3c Compare, contrast and evaluate ideas and information from various sources and genres.

1.C.3f Interpret tables that display textual information and data in visual formats.

2.A.3d Identify ways that an author uses language structure, word choice and style to convey the author’s viewpoint.

2.B.3a Respond to literary material from personal, creative and critical points of view.

3.B.3a Produce documents that convey a clear understanding and interpretation of ideas and information and display focus, organization, elaboration and coherence.

3.C.3b Using available technology, produce compositions and multimedia works for specified audiences.

5.B.3a Choose and analyze information sources for individual, academic and functional purposes.

5.B.3b Identify, evaluate and cite primary sources.